
Event Instances Transcript 
 
FMOD Definitions:  
Event Instance: a copy of and a reference to an FMOD event. 
Event Path: A string of characters used to assign an FMOD event to an instance. 
 
Unity Docs: 
Awake function: https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/MonoBehaviour.Awake.html  
OnDestroy function: https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/MonoBehaviour.OnDestroy.html  
 
Basic FMOD concepts: 
https://www.fmod.com/resources/documentation-studio?page=fmod-studio-concepts.html  
FMOD Doc .start: 
https://www.fmod.com/docs/api/content/generated/FMOD_Studio_EventInstance_Start.html 
FMOD Doc .stop: 
https://www.fmod.com/docs/api/content/generated/FMOD_Studio_EventInstance_Stop.html 
FMOD Doc STOP_MODE: 
https://www.fmod.com/docs/api/content/generated/FMOD_STUDIO_STOP_MODE.html 
FMOD Doc release: 
https://www.fmod.com/docs/api/content/generated/FMOD_Studio_EventInstance_Release.html  
Information on FMOD’s Profiler: 
https://www.fmod.com/docs/studio/profiling.html  
 
FMOD Docs: How to connect your game to FMOD: 
https://www.fmod.com/resources/documentation-studio?page=editing-during-live-update.html#c
onnecting-to-your-game 
 
C# Definitions: 
The Dot Operator: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/csharp/language-reference/operators/member-access-o
perator 
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note: 
Everything in squared brackets [ ] in this transcript, designates an action performed in the 
accompanying video tutorial. 
 
Intro  
Okay so in this lesson we’ll be learning all about event instances. 
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We’ll also be looking at how we can start bringing FMOD events into Unity to play and stop 
them. 
 
The first thing we need to do before we get started with them however, is learn about what they 
are. 
 
In order to do that we need to understand how FMOD uses the audio files that we import into it. 
 
 
Prep & Fmod Explanation 
[Open FMOD Studio] So as you may or may not know, within FMOD Studio, you can create 
what’s called an Event.  
 
An event is used to play sounds, music and dialogue within your game.  
 
They’re incredibly flexible as you can create multiple tracks for multiple audio files.  
 
They can be considered a type of unit for referencing the audio files you assign to them.  
 
Whenever we want to play a sound in C#, we want to trigger one of these events to play.  
 
So to demonstrate how we can do this, I’m going to quickly create a 2D event by right clicking in 
the event tab and selecting new event, [create a 2D event called Gameplay_Music] I’m going to 
call this event ‘Gameplay underscore Music’ and use this event for a playing music whilst our 
player travels through the first level.  
 
I’m also going to create a folder to store this event in and call it ‘music’ [Create a Music folder]. 
We’ll talk more about the difference between 2D and 3D events in a future video so don’t worry 
about that part for now.  
 
/* 
When we create an event we get access to a track [highlight the track] a master track [highlight 
the master], a timeline [ highlight timeline] in the event tab [highlight the event tab at the top], as 
well as information about specific parts of our event in other tabs.  
 
The simplest way to play an audio file in an FMOD event is to place it underneath the timeline 
and into one of the event’s tracks.  
 
This means that when the event is played the cursor at the top of the timeline [highlight cursor] 
will move along towards the right and play any audio it comes into contact with.  
*/ 
 



So let's grab an audio file to try this out with.  
 
To access all of the audio we’ve imported into FMOD we hit control and 3 on pc or command 
and 3 on mac.  
 
This opens the audio bin, a window which allows to access and import raw audio files into our 
FMOD project which we can easily do by dragging a file from a folder on our computer into this 
window.  
 
I’m going to select a file and drag it into the event we’ve made [drag gameplay_music into the 
event].  
 
We can quickly test to hear how our event will play our music, by pressing the spacebar or 
clicking the play button at the top [play the event].  
 
We’re almost ready to play this event in Unity, but first we need to assign it to a bank.  
 
Now a bank is basically a file which is stored inside our games files. They contain the data of all 
our events and how the audio within them should be played back in our game. 
 
You can create multiple banks for different events and purposes but for now I’m going to assign 
this event straight into the ‘master bank’ [assign event to bank].  
 
We now need to update the sound bank file we have saved within Unitys ‘assets’ folder by going 
to our file tab at the top and clicking ‘build bank’ [build a new bank] or by pressing F7 on 
keyboard.  
 
So to understand how our audio is accessed in Unity and by our game, we load a particular 
sound bank, play one of the events we have assigned to that bank, then by extension, we’ll be 
playing the audio within that event. 
 
 
Variable 
Now that we have an event all set up in FMOD, let’s look at how we might trigger it in Unity.  
 
So in our 3D Game Kit project, I’m going to create an empty gameobject, which is a gameobject 
that has no components attached it, and call it “Music Object” [make object, call object Music 
Object].  
 
Then let’s create a new script for this gameobject and use it to play our music.  
 



First in our projects asset folder, we’re going to want to decide where amongst the game files 
our script is going to be stored.  
 
[make sure that only assets is open first] For organisational purposes, I’d recommend navigating 
your way to 3D Game Kit, scripts, then creating a new folder called “FMOD script, and creating 
the script inside it.  
 
We can then call this script, “Music Player” [create a blank C# script, call it Music Player].  
 
Let’s then drag this script on our new music object, to attach it as a component, and then open 
up the script by double clicking it in our assets folder, to edit it [open script]. 
 
So now that we’re inside our script, the first thing we need to do to reference our FMOD event in 
C# is create what is called an ‘event instance’.  
 
We can think of these instances like copies of our event, the more we create, the more copies of 
our music event we can playback in Unity, but we’ll only need to create one to play in this 
example.  
 
So like we did in our C# lessons, we want to start by creating a variable, to store our event 
instance in side of, to be called when needed.  
 
We do this by writing “FMOD.Studio.EventInstance” followed by a name, such as Music 
Instance [write FMOD.Studio.EventInstance MusicInst;].  
 
Now this variable is obviously very different from the ones we’ve been creating so far. As 
opposed to writing out one keyword such as int or bool, we’ve written multiple words and 
separated them with a dot.  
 
These dot’s are called “Dot operators”. To put it simply, we use them when we want to access 
some specific information, or do something specific to whatever precedes the dot.  
 
For example if we wanted to access a float variable that was created within another scripts main 
class, we’d write the class name, followed by a dot, then the name of the float variable that we 
were after. 
 
[highlight FMOD.Studio.EventInstance] For now we’re going to treat all of this as if it were one 
whole word or entity in order to familiarise ourselves with how to use this new FMOD specific 
data type. Then later, in module 3, we’ll learn more about the purpose of each specific part. 
 
It’s also important to remember that all capitalization and dots need to be in the correct place as 
shown, otherwise our code won’t recognise our variable.  
 



Next we need to place our event instance within this variable. To do this, we first need to 
reference our variable in a function.  
 
We could use the Start function and perform this action on the first frame of the game, but we 
can use another function, so that our variable is ready to be used before the game even starts 
and the first frame is even shown.  
 
That function is the Awake function and it allows us to prepare and set up variables for our 
game before the first frame is run. To create it, we simply write void Awake followed by two 
brackets and a body [write void Awake () { } ].  
 
So in our awake function let’s reference our variable by writing its name [write MusicInst] and 
then add an equals operator followed by “FMODUnity.RuntimeManager.CreateInstance” , and 
then followed by two brackets and a semicolon [ write 
FMODUnity.RuntimeManager.CreateInstance();].  
 
Again, just like with the FMOD.Studio.EventInstance variable we created earlier, [highlight 
FMODUnity.RuntimeManager.CreateInstance();] we’re going to be treating everything from 
FMODUnity to CreatInstance as one whole entity for now.  
 
 
Event Path 
Now on it’s own, this line won’t do anything because we haven’t given it our event.  
 
To do this we need to create an ‘event path’ for our instance to find our event.  
 
If we quickly go back into FMOD and look at how we organised our Event tab, we can see we 
placed the ‘Gameplay Music’ event in the ‘Music’ folder, so by opening this folder we gain 
access to the event.  
 
Well the location of the event within this folder, and any others we might file them both into, is 
our ‘event path’ and we need to write it out for our instance to find.  
 
We do this by going back to our script, and writing the path within these empty brackets. We 
start by writing in quotation marks ‘event colon forward slash’  [ write (“event:/”)] followed by our 
path. 
 
In our case we know our path starts with the ‘Music’ folder and ends with the ‘Gameplay Music’ 
event, so we write Music, forward slash, Gameplay_Music [write 
(“event:/Music/Gameplay_Music”)]. 
 



 And now we have an event instance inside a variable, which we can call whenever we want to 
play our event.  
 
Another way of discovering our event path is by going into Unity, clicking on our FMOD tab at 
the top, going to the event browser option and then finding our event we want here [find the 
event in the event in the browser].  
 
Not only will this show us what our event path looks like, give us the ability to test what our 
event will sound like, but it also gives us the option to quickly copy, by pressing this button here 
[press copy] and paste our event straight into our instance with either command or control and V 
at the same time [paste the event path].  
 
Another quick way to access our event path is by storing it in a string variable. To do this we 
must first create a public string variable [write public string EventPath].  
 
Once we’ve done this, we need to then replace the event path we entered into our instance, 
with the name of our new string variable to reference it [replace event path with “EventPath”]. 
 
Next we need to add a specific attribute above it that allows us to use string variables to find 
FMOD event paths in the Unity inspector tab.  
 
We do this by writing in squared brackets ‘FMODUnity.EventRef’ [write [FMODUnity.EventRef] ].  
 
We then save our script with command or control and S, jump back into Unity and wait for our 
script to compile [go to Unity].  
 
So now that the script is ready you’ll notice it is now serialized, because we made it public, and 
we can now access it through Unity, but you’ll also notice that we get a few buttons to use with 
it.  
 
This is thanks to our attribute we added, it allows us to search through our event browser 
directly to find our event path [ find the event path].  
 
This is great if you wish to use the same code on multiple Game Objects, but wanted to trigger 
different FMOD events, as you can choose a different event path for each game object.  
 
 
.start(); 
Now that we have an instance of our event, stored inside a variable, we can tell it to play our 
event.  
 



The first thing I’m going to do then to demonstrate this is to reference our variable named ‘Music 
Instance’ in the start function [ write MusicEvent in start].  
 
This means we’ll hear the event play on the first frame the game runs for. To actually tell Unity 
to play our FMOD event, we simply write dot start followed by two empty brackets and a 
semicolon [write .start();].  
 
And it’s as easy as that, if we save our script, jump back into Unity and play our scene [play 
game and listen to music] we hear the music as soon as the first frame is rendered. 
 
It’s important to note that if we were to command our instance to start whilst it was already 
playing an event, the event would simply start again from the beginning. 
 
 
.stop(); 
Now that we know how to start an event, we’re going to need to know how to stop it from 
playing as well.  
 
First we need to decide when it’s going to stop. Now because in this example, I only want this 
music to play whilst my player is on this level, I can use another function called ‘On Destroy’ to 
stop our event playing when the level ends [write void OnDestroy() { } ].  
 
This function works the opposite way the Awake function works, it is executed whenever either 
the game or the current scene we are in ends.  
 
It’s also called if the object that contains the script calling the ‘OnDestroy’ function is destroyed 
as well.  
 
Luckily for us, unless it’s told otherwise, Unity will destroy all objects within a scene whenever it 
is told to load into a new.  
 
So all we have to do is tell our script to stop our event when this gameobject is destroyed by 
using the ‘On Destroy’ function.  
 
Now you might think we can just do the same thing we did to start our event by writing stop 
instead of start in the On Destroy function [write MusicEvent.stop();] and you’d be partially right, 
however FMOD’s API requires a little bit more information before we can stop it.  
 
We first need to call the ‘Stop Mode’ command in the two brackets by writing 
‘FMOD.Studio.STOP_MODE’ exactly as you see me write it [write FMOD.Studio.STOP_MODE].  
 



Now in this context, I’m using the word command as a general term to refer to any line of code 
that FMOD’s API provides us with, such as this one, and I will continue to do so in later lessons. 
 
Just like with the event instance variable, this is to simply them for now so that you can quickly 
start using them yourself with being too confused by how they work, something we’ll discuss 
more of in module 3. 
 
Note how the words ”stop” & “mode” have been highlighted yellow by Visual Studio. This is 
because stop mode is actually what's known as an enumerator rather than a command.  
 
But for now, you don’t need to worry about what an enumerator is, as we’ll talk more about it in 
a future lesson.  
 
Okay so next we have the option of choosing whether or not we want to tell our event to stop 
Immediately, or to let it fade out depending on any effects or modulation we have added to the 
event within FMOD.  
 
If we chose immediately, we’d write in all caps ‘dot immediate’ [write .IMMEDIATE].  
 
If we chose to fade it out, we’d write in all caps ‘dot allow fade out’ [write .ALLOWFADEOUT]. 
I’m going to fade mine out, so I’ll leave my script as it is, but I’m going to need to jump back into 
FMOD and use FMOD’s AHDSR modulator, to tell my event to fade out [open FMOD].  
 
To do this we right click on the master tracks volume dial, chose modulate, AHDSR, and we can 
then choose how long our event will take to fade in and out, by adjusting the time of the attack 
and release respectively [add an AHDSR and add 1.5 to attack and 0.75 to release]. 
 
 Let’s now save our project, build our bank, jump back into Unity and test out our level [save, 
build and play game].  
 
So now we can hear our music fade in, but to hear it stop we’re going to need to finish this level, 
so I’m now going to work my way to the end and show you what it sounds like when it happens 
[finish level].  
 
Here we are at the end of the level, all I need to do to finish it is walk through this portal [walk 
through portal].  
 
Now in the 3D GAME KIT, this portal has a script attached to it that detects when the player has 
walked into it and will then load the next scene or level when they do. 
 
This will load all the data it needs for the next level and once it’s finished, it will delete all 
gameobjects it doesn’t need in this level including our gameobject, which should stop the music 
and fade it out [wait for music to fade out] and there we go, it works. 



 
 
.release(); 
The last command you’ll want to use with your event instances is the .release command.  
 
This command is used to destroy the instance we created once we no longer need it.  
 
If we only created instances and never destroyed them, we may end up with lots of instances 
loaded into our game not being used, which could negatively affect our games performance.  
 
So to prevent this from happening, we reference our variable containing our event instance and 
follow it with .release [write MusicEvent.release(); in OnDestroy].  
 
If we call this command after our event has played like I have done, or when it’s not playing at 
all, it will instantly destroy the instance, meaning we’d have to create a new one if we wanted to 
play the event again.  
 
If however we called it whilst the event was still playing [move MusicEvent.release(); to Start] it 
will wait till the event is finished or till it has been told to stop, and then destroy the instance, to 
prevent the event from being interrupted, which is what I want mine to do.  
 
So be placing it after we tell the event to start in the start function, our .release command we’ll 
be called after the event has started playing. 
 
We can test to see if this has worked by using FMOD’s profiler, a tool used to measure the 
performance and balance of our Audio.  
 
First I’m going to play our game again [play game]. Now that the game is running I’m going to 
move over to FMOD and open the profiler by clicking ‘window’ and ‘profiler’ [open profiler].  
 
Now that we’re in the profiler I’m going to connect to my game by going down to where it says 
live update, clicking on it and then choosing the IP address of the computer the game is running 
on, and because I’m running the game on the same computer as my FMOD project, I can just 
leave it as local host and I’ll be connected to it [connect to game].  
 
Now we just hit the record button [press record] and we can see that we have not only created a 
new session, but we can also see all the data FMOD is recording for us.  
 
Because we’re only playing one event in our game at the moment we can check to see when 
our music event instance is destroyed through the master bus channel.  
 



The master bus, for those of you who are unaware, is the bus that all of our events will 
eventually pass through, but don’t worry about it for now, we’ll be looking at busses more in 
Module 4. 
 
So here we can see we have so far only created one instance and are using only one instance. 
Now if I jump back into our game, head towards the end [finish level], finish the level, wait for 
the music to fade out and jump back into FMOD [finish level and go back to FMOD] we can see 
that our instances have since been reduced to zero, meaning it was destroyed.  
 
We can now stop this session by pressing the stop button and if we want to, give it a name and 
save it for future reference [stop session, save it and name it instance test 1].  
 
 
Outro 
[show slideshow] And that’s everything about event instances you need to now to start and stop 
events, as well as managing the amount of instances you create.  
 
We now know how we can create them inside a script, by assigning an event path as string to 
them.  
 
We’ve learnt how both the Awake and the On Destroy functions work. 
 
And we can also use our start, stop and release commands to play or stop the events we have 
referenced inside of them and then destroy the instance when they’re no longer needed.  
 
So now you’ve done all of that, feel free to mess around, creating your own scripts and see what 
other sounds you can add to the game using instances.  
 
Perhaps you could add some ambient wind noises or your own music, it’s up to you. 
 
Once you’ve finished experimenting with what you now know, you can join me in the next 
lesson, we’re we’ll be looking at positioning event instances and making them sound three 
dimensional. 
 
Great So thanks very much for watching and I’ll see you in the next one. 


